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Levantine Arabic transcript: 
 

�  ؟...إ2&$ 01/آ- ,+�*(، '&%$وه� "!: و�
  

�*( '>;+8 و,+�*( ':809: س�رة+, �01 ،)*�01� 2$1@< ?< ا">+ A� ،B*C ،)*�+, .D$+@E' س، أو�2 A� ،ت�I&J? 
� ا">;+8، '&&�آ! K@� LI0' ،M/@أآ N9+0&'ح8 و$&J? P@ه Q9R"ا S+, !T? �K2U ،B@" ،ت�I&J? D$+@E' 8V*/<"ا B@2�09W"ا
 X+, �K@W1 A+I&'ن، وXJ"�' LI0ت ،B09ج \;I0ت ،X%]&زم تD 809:' )*�� ,+X، وأ?� ا">+K@W1 LI0' ،Aه �? !T?

�نVآ .  
  

��ن 'b وa D$ل ا"%80؟إ2&$ '&�آW$ه� 'X: و�c?  
  

�ن: س�رةc?X' �KWآ�0' Aش XTأآ )*��D ا">+Vإج eإ2$ . ه Aش XTأآ f�X1 b' ،f,و g�*�I' �K@9@:ت A]@� A0E* b'
A&�X1 ،A2�c?ر $Wرة 1< . ح�91 \<9&' Aآ89 ?;$*8، ه �h01َ ،89]ِ"ن ا�09" B@� ر$K;? Aاول ش A0E* ،تeآk" 89%0"�'
" 8@;I? ،ةX@9اص آX,ا أ$+I0@' ت��ن، �A آX, 89اص، إ"mA هA0 آ9@9h?ِر nح �K"$+I' س�2 A� ،8?وXJ? 8VI
B@2 89آ �01 A�ن، وXJ"�'.  

  
�  وش$ هA ا"[89 ا"0@8؟: و�
  

�رات : س�رةK' �KE? A� /@واآ N9ج$ز وح �KW+I0' ،!آ�&&' �91�رة b' 8@2 8VI" >1 أآ@/ ? Aا"[89 ا"0@8 ه
oW?و...�K&]2 وحX&'...&'و ،!qX'وQ9R"ا S? B9@a X@Tآ ، $Wح ،f*Q"�' S? �K@W<&' ،ادX9"�' LI0&' ،ا . 0/ق$"$<' kه b'

B@0"ي ?< ا"[89 اXT]ت �? .>Iu $ه ،B"$9&"ا A�ن؟ و�Vرة ... وش$ آ�09�ن، 91W' X@Tر آ$K;? 8+Wس >Iu >1 Mر�91
 ،X@vu ومXJ? $َُWُآ b' ،x?�� ت1B"$9< '>/وb2 و'0/ورة و'y!، وش$*qX'ُ 8!، وأآ@/ ز*f وحKVأس SW+&9�.  

  
��زا؟: و�V"ا A@زا، ش$ ه�V"�09�K;? >@2$ر*< 'W"أ2$ ا fEVس �  'b ا2
  

91�رة eT? >1 اذا رح&E+? ،eT? -E+? \W1 A- شA,X اآ@/، '>$"P ش$ 'W1 P"Q0\ ا"+�و"8 ,9! : س�رة Aرزا ه�V"ا
A%@{X"ا >Iy"او ا Aس�91�رة Iu !T? >1$ن . ?� ت+A9W ا"Iy< اDس Aزا ه�V"0$ش،  أو اq �'�' ،}Vة، حX@vu

 A0E* P@ه ،!�e� ،P9$سVس ،f*Q' n01 8 أو ت9$"8، ورق+W&$ش او س�ة، Xcخ >Iu ،8@W<? �a�?&9! '>$"$ا، '+
 b' ،زا�V"ا \W1 PWc' b' B@9W+ت �0�، و'A9W+&' >*/E ا"Iy< ا"A%@{X وإذا '/ك ?I2 �K@V%0' A0E* تe9<? /ا"$اح

09�ن،W' ��زا 01V"ا X@Tر آ$K;? س��زا *;X'$ا آV"ا S? $9I' س�2 A�زا، و�? A� زم *[$نD A2�09" -E+? g�*� *A0E ح
  .أو X1ق

  
  

English translation: 

 
 “Favorite Foods” 
 
 
Wafa:  Do you have katayef? 
 



Sarah:  Katayef, yes, we have two kinds of katayef, one with margarine and the other with 
cheese.  Some people called [it] mfathat [opened]; for example, old Lebanese people call 
it that because it is like opened pieces of bread, and, of course, you fold it, then you put 
the margarine inside, and you put sweet syrup on it. With the katayef with cheese you 
have to put the cheese in it, fold it, put it in the oven, and when you get it out of the oven 
you add sweet syrup to it. 
 
Wafa: Do you only eat it during Ramadan or the whole year? 
 
Sarah: In general, we eat katayef mostly during Ramadan; however, you can still get it 
anytime of year, but it is known as a Ramadan dessert thing. 
 
Sarah: With regard to the meals, the most famous in Lebanon is kebbeh1; we have 
barbequed kebbeh -- it has the circled slices -- and people add almond and onion to it. 
Some people add pomegranate seeds to the filling. There is also kbybaat made in the 
oven and there is also raw kebbeh. 
 
Wafa: What is raw kebbeh? 
 
Sarah: Raw kebbeh is basically raw meat, but you don’t eat it raw like that, you add to it 
almond and habak and off course pepper and salt, and bulgur. You mix all that and you 
put it in the refrigerator and eat it with olive oil, very delicious with bread. Though they 
say don’t eat too much raw kebbeh. 
 
Sarah: What else? There is tabouleh, which is a type of salad that is so famous in 
Lebanon. It is a mix or parsley, tomato, onion, little bit of bulgur and, of course, olive oil 
and lemon. All the stuff in the tabouleh is cut into small pieces. That is why it got the 
name tabouleh 
 
Wafa: But I heard that Lebanese people are famous for the maza. 
 
Sarah: If you go to a restaurant, for example, certainly to an eastern restaurant, they will 
ask you what you want to eat before the main course [in the U.S., appetizers].   The maza 
is small plates of hummus, baba ganoush or what is called mtabal, fried potato, 
vegetables, fatosh [fried bread], or salad, or tabouleh, grape leaves with olive oil, 
sambosek, falafel -- we call all these appetizers. After you eat these types 
of appetizers, you order the main dish, and if you don’t want to order anything you can 
just eat the maza. The maza is so famous in Lebanon, by the way, every Lebanese 
restaurant has to have maza.  
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1 Kebbeh.  Ground meat mixed with rice. 
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